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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: FOX, HEIDI

Age if under 18: OVER 18 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: CONTROL STAFF

This statement (consisting of 5 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: H. FOX Date: 05/10/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded El (supply witness details on rear)

I am giving a statement to police in relation to an investigation currently being conducted by the

Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). This investigation relates to the Grenfell Tower fire which happened

in the early hours of the 14th June 2017. The police have named this investigation, Operation Northleigh.

Throughout my statement I will use terminology that relates to my role within the Fire Service. I will

explain any acronyms that I may mention and give a definition of certain terminology that I use.

I work for the London Fire Brigade (LFB) and have done for the last 31 years. I joined in March 1986 on

a fixed term contract. I am a Control Room Officer (CRO) and I have been based at various bases

throughout my career.

I have worked at Wembley, Stratford, Croydon, Lambeth and Docklands during my time within the LFB

however I am currently based at Merton control centre. I have not had any other roles during my time

with the LFB.

I received my training when I first started with LFB, this was an 8 week course at Lambeth. I was taught

about the rank structure, organisational structure and how to deal with emergency calls. This included

how to mobilise crews and appliances. An 'appliance' is a general term for a fire engine but can also be

referred to as a 'pump'.
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I work on Two Watch. I do a 12 hour day, starting from 8am-8pm, a 'short shift' which is 8am-4pm or

2pm- lOpm and night shift which is 8pm-8am. I then have three days off. I have been on the same shift

pattern for around four or five years.

As a CRO, my role is to work as part of a team and take emergency 999 calls, which I have been trained

to do I now use a computerised system to receive calls, which is different from when I first started the

LFB as the role was manually completed.

I am going to explain the procedure that is put in place when an emergency call is received.

On a daily basis, I do not know what call I am going to answer- they vary from hoaxes, gas leaks, people

trapped in lifts, flooding or fires. I find that my experience takes over when I take a call and I can

normally determine quite quickly whether it is a genuine call or a hoax.

When I answer a call, my main priority is to quickly ascertain the information relating to the callers

address, where the fire is (if there is one), what is on fire, and what appliances need to be mobilised.

I have answered a number of calls in my career which have required Fire Survival Guidance (FSG). This

is information provided to a caller who cannot get out of their property and may need advice surviving.

The person may be trapped inside the property and have no access in or out. In the event of an FSG, I try

to support the person as best I can and make sure that they are safe as they can be.

The survival advice I provide can be things like opening windows, putting towels by the door, dangling

items outside the window, or identifying if the person is at the front or back of the property.

In my experience, instinct takes over and the advice to stay or leave the property is given. I try to remain

on the phone line for as long as possible to reassure the person calling. Ordinarily, we are trained to

advise someone to remain within their property, unless they are able to leave. I relay the information to

the attending crew that an FSG has or is being conducted. Ideally, if I am able to have another person

sitting next to me, they can assist me by phoning for the London Ambulance Service (LAS) or police,

depending on the call. FSG parameters remain the same advice, whether the property on fire is a high rise

flat or a house.

I and other CRO's do not ask for the name of the caller as it becomes too personal, we should do but we

don't always do. At times, it can be difficult to hear a person's name and I don't like to ask them to repeat

themselves as it may appear rude.
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Every FSG is different, despite our training. The FSG may not involve a house fire but could, for

example, involve someone being trapped in a lift requiring extra reassurance. I have remained on the

phone to people who are in need of reassurance as this helps comfort them.

As a precaution, I may call an ambulance or police to an incident alongside the appliance that I have

deployed.

I use a button on my computer screen that allows me to assign crews to an incident and I check the correct

attendance. This means that I can check that the number of fire engines attending the incident is

sufficient, with suitable equipment. 'Mobilising appliances' provides a number of prompts on my screen

that enables to me to view the computer generated Predetermined Attendance (PDA) - the suggested

amount of appliances required for

a particular incident. I also check that the address provided by the call taker is accurate.

I am able to assign appliances to an incident and identify the appliance numbers, by their call signs. It

may be the case that an appliance is geographically closer to an incident, which may make them more

suitable to attend.

Every incident has an Incident Type Code (ITAC). These codes are used to add to a call log in order to

summarise an incident or event, for example, 'Al' is a fire, ̀ AlF' is a fire involving a fatality and there

are many more.

As a CRO, my role does not just involve answering emergency calls. I have other duties that I perform,

including contacting the gas board for safety advice and speaking to other authorities.

On a 'short shift' I am rostered onto Resource Management Logistics (RML)

On other occasions, I also monitor radio channels. There are two channels, one covers the north of

London, the other channel covers the south of London. Fire crews may use the channels, if they come

across a Road Traffic Collision (RTC) or request London Ambulance Service (LAS) to attend an incident,

this can them (then) be ordered. I can also use a ̀ REQ'- which requests the attendance of authorities or

local boroughs to an incident.

I am going to describe the structure of the control room. The CRO' s and staff that monitor radio channels

are supervised by the Assistant Operations Manager (AOM), who in turn is supervised by the Operations
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Manager (OM). The AOM and OM sit on a bank of seats separate from the CR0's and are able to view

the room from their position. The OM is in charge of the control room.

On Tuesday 13th June 2017, I was on an 8pm-8am shift. I was taking calls from the Stratford call centre

due to maintenance being carried out in the Merton London Operation Centre (LOC). Stratford is a 'fall

back centre' and it has been used twice this year.

At the beginning of the shift, full numbers were on duty and all supervisors were at the back of the room.

It was normal and there was nothing different about it. I had my breaks, as usual. At around 01.00 hours

on 14th June 2017, my colleague and I, Angie, went for our break. Within 20 minutes, Peter MAY, our

AOM called us back from our break saying 'you need to come back'. The fact that we were recalled back

suggested to me that something serious was happening.

At around 01.30 hours, I and my other CRO colleagues started to take a high amount of fire calls. There

was one fire call after another and it became clear very quickly that something serious was happening. I

do not recall the exact amount of calls I took that night, but I know it was a lot. I cannot recall all the calls

as I was not able to spend time on the phone talking to people due to the sheer volume of calls. I asked the

callers for their flat numbers, what the emergency was and then moved onto the next call. Some callers

were relatives calling from outside the tower block.

A system was developed in which a white board was used at the corner of the room to add updates from

the calls, as flat numbers came in. This allowed us to see the flats involved and the number of people

within the flats. A man, I had not seen before, was updating the board with flat numbers. He came in at

some point during the night. There was a calm atmosphere despite there being one call after the other. I

felt bad that I could not spend time with people on the other end of the phone. Relatives were calling up

very distressed and they were just screaming and shouting for us to help There was nothing I could do

but move onto the next call. Time had become a total blur.

Initially, the advice was given to remain inside the building until my OM, Alex NORMAN, informed me

that the advice had changed and she said to me 'tell them to get out'. I remember hearing about there

being problems with the stairwell and I remember one operational staff member saying to me, 'we aren't

going to get to them'.

I couldn't see if the television behind me was on or off. I did not see the news throughout the time I was

taking calls.
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There was one call that I do remember taking, it was a male and I spent around 40 minutes talking to him.

I do not recall the flat number or what floor he was on. He told me he had his family with him and I gave

him some advice about wet towels, he stayed on the phone with me. He told me he had lost his wife and

daughter on the stairs and I tried to guide him. At this time, the enormity of the situation hit me and I

started to visualise the man with his family. I kept reassuring the male that he was strong and brave T said

to him 'you are a dad, and at the end of the day you are a dad, you need to do what's best'.

I didn't ask the man his name, as I didn't want to personalise the call. I have had previous experience of

flat fires namely, Lakanal House in Camberwell in 2009. I know several people died and I was the last

person to speak to a mother who had a baby.

I do know that the man and his family survived and I am pleased that they all managed to get out.

At around 0530 hours, the calls reduced significantly. There was a lull within the control room and no

calls were received. It was a very eerie experience, particularly as we had had so many FSG calls. I

received an emergency call relating to a flooding in between the high volume of calls we were receiving.

At this point I was in autopilot and asked the caller to confirm it was a flooding and not a fire that he was

calling about.

At around 05.00 hours, was the first I saw Grenfell Tower was on Sky news.

I find it very hard knowing that some of the people I spoke to were not going to come out alive. I felt

drained after dealing with so many calls, I have never dealt with anything on this scale. In relation to

FSG, normally I would have a supervisor standing next to me, advising of the next course of action. On

the night of Grenfell fire, there were so many calls being taken and there was no way the supervisor could

advise us all. I feel bad I couldn't stay with people, ordinarily with an FSG, I would stay with people on

the line.

I know I was doing my job that night. there is nothing more I could have done to deal with the situation.

We worked together as a team and remained calm throughout.

I left work at around 07.30 hours on 14th June 2017. I was offered counselling before I left but I did not

want it. There was no handover as this is something that is not done at a CRO level. I had no notes of the

evening and this is not something I would normally do anyway. I returned to work on the same day and

completed at (a) 2pm to lOpm shift.
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Support is always available to me. My Commissioner, Dany COTTON, has visited the team and I have

been overwhelmed by the amount of gifts and presents we received.

I am annoyed at how some members of the media have portrayed the advice given by the LFB as

incorrect. I feel the media have not mentioned how many people were saved by the LFB and the survival

advice they were given by the call takers.

On the night, I was just doing my job, I only wish more people could have been saved.
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